
completion does not name spouse as beneficiary, see 
below for beneficiary designation

To change your beneficiary(ies) in your file, this section must be completed in full. Completion of this section revokes all prior 
beneficiary designations. Note:

attach additional list if necessary

attach additional list if necessary

(required)

(Do not type or print, use pen—black or blue ink only):  

      



When Choosing a Beneficiary 
Acceptance of a designation and payment to an eligible beneficiary(ies) are subject to Minnesota 
law and Association policies.  You may name the following when listing primary and, if 
applicable, secondary beneficiaries: 

 Any person(s), whether or not a relative.  We cannot accept general phrases, such as “all 
of my living children,” nor can a member designate the guardian of a minor (under 18 
years of age), as PERA cannot accept guardian instructions on this form; 

 A trust you have established;  
 Any specific entity, such as church(s), charity(ies), or organization(s); 
 Your estate. 

Do not designate your last will and testament as a beneficiary. A beneficiary as defined in Minn. 
Stat. § 353.01, subd. 29, does not include a will. 

In the event you have no survivors qualifying for benefits and have no named beneficiary(ies), or if they 
predecease you, any account balance will be distributed as follows: 

 Your spouse; 
 If you have no surviving spouse, your estate. (If a legal representative is designated by the 

probate court, payment in the name of the estate will be made to that individual.)  

PERA uses the data you and your public employer provide to keep an accurate record about you 
and your PERA account(s).  PERA also uses this information to administer the provisions of 
PERA’s retirement and your participation in them.  With the exception of your name, the data we 
request is classified as private and available only to you, PERA staff, and other entities authorized 
access by law.   

NOTE:   If you make alterations (cross-out or white-out information), insert your initials in the 
right-hand margin immediately following the alteration.  By doing so, PERA staff will accept the 
form and send a letter confirming how the information has been recorded.  If you do not respond 
in writing to this confirmation letter advising us that the recorded information is inaccurate, it will 
be accepted as valid until you file a new beneficiary selection. 

By signing and returning this form, I authorize PERA to make payment of the remaining 
contributions from my PERA plan(s) in the event of my death to the beneficiary(ies) 
specified, if no monthly benefits are due a survivor under Minn. Stat. Chapter 353.  I further 
understand that I can change my PERA beneficiary(ies) at any time by filing a new 
beneficiary selection with PERA, in accordance with its laws and policies. 


